Outstanding Newsletter

This award is based on the number of newsletters published during the previous section year (November 1, 2017 to October 31, 2018), the quality of the content, and the number of stories in each newsletter.

Previous Award Winners

2018   Critical Care Medicine Section
       Wellness Section
       Disaster Medicine Section

2017   Pain Management Section
       Palliative Medicine Section
       Cruise Ship Medicine Section

2016   Freestanding Emergency Centers
       Awards of Distinction
       American Association of Women Emergency Physicians (AAWEP)
       Critical Care Medicine Section
       Emergency Ultrasound Section
       Toxicology Section

2015   American Association of Women Emergency Physicians (AAWEP)
       Awards of Distinction
       Critical Care Medicine Section
       Emergency Ultrasound Section
       Pediatric Emergency Medicine Section
       Quality Improvement & Patient Safety Section

2014   Toxicology Section
       Awards of Distinction
       Critical Care Medicine Section
       Emergency Ultrasound Section
       Pediatric Emergency Medicine Section

2013   Pediatric Emergency Medicine Section
       Quality Improvement & Patient Safety Section
       Toxicology Section
       Awards of Distinction
       American Association of Women Emergency Physicians Section
       Emergency Ultrasound Section
       Wilderness Medicine Section

2012   EM/IM Dual Training Section
       Pediatric Emergency Medicine Section
       Quality Improvement and Patient Safety Section
       Toxicology Section
2011 American Association of Women Emergency Physicians Section
Tactical Emergency Medicine Section
*Award of Distinction*
  Pediatric Emergency Medicine Section
  Quality Improvement & Patient Safety Section

2010 Pediatric Emergency Medicine Section
*Award of Distinction*
  Quality Improvement & Patient Safety Section

2009 Pediatric Emergency Medicine Section
Young Physicians Section
*Section Newsletter Awards of Distinction:*
  American Association of Women Emergency Physicians Section
  Certification and EM Workforce Section
  Quality Improvement and Patient Safety Section
  Wellness Section

2008 Pediatric Emergency Medicine Section
*Section Newsletter Awards of Distinction:*
  American Association of Women Emergency Physicians Section
  Medical Humanities Section
  Quality Improvement and Patient Safety Section

2007 American Association of Women Emergency Physicians Section
Pediatric Emergency Medicine Section
Quality Improvement and Patient Safety Section

2006 Pediatric Emergency Medicine Section
Young Physicians Section

2005 Disaster Medicine Section
Pediatric Emergency Medicine Section